SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Arial®
Emergency Call & Wireless Nurse Call

The most advanced emergency call platform

Solution Benefits

- **Personal—and accurate—protection.** Whether from the personal pendant or call stations in rooms and common areas, your residents can call for help whenever it’s needed. A Daily Check-in feature allows residents to signal all is well at the start of the day. When help is needed, accurate location information helps caregivers respond quickly.

- **Information at caregivers’ fingertips.** Alerts can be sent directly to caregivers via the Arial Mobile Application, IP phones, pagers or other means, with complete information on the resident and location. No loud alarms and no running to a workstation to see what’s happening.

- **Powerful insight.** The interactive Arial Management Dashboard shows at a glance how you’re performing against key benchmarks. It lets you dig into specific events or a resident’s call history. Web-based reports can be accessed anywhere, with automated reports on call volumes, response times and more.

- **Built for multiple applications.** The Arial platform is designed for facility-wide operation—you can opt to use your Wi-Fi network as the communication backbone. The system supports a wide range of sensors and integrations.

Challenges

Delivering a safe, secure environment for residents. Supporting an excellent resident experience. Ensuring timely and appropriate requests to residents’ requests for help. Identifying ways to increase quality and efficiency.

Solution

The Arial Emergency Call and Wireless Nurse Call solution is an enterprise platform that supports complete control of your resident safety and security. Gain a 360° view of resident needs and status. Produce data-driven insights to support continuous improvement.

How It Works

The platform provides end-to-end capabilities to meet your community’s needs. Enjoy a single source for Emergency Call, UL 1069 Nurse Call, Wander Management, Facility Monitoring, Environmental Monitoring, Fire Panel Integration, Access Control & Building Automation Integration and Fall Management Integration.

“The Arial mobile app makes it easier for the caregiver to effectively respond to resident calls. We are able to anticipate and meet resident needs while improving resident safety and satisfaction.”

BECKY HJALTALIN
DIRECTOR OF WELLNESS
HUMANGOOD JUDSON PARK
Arial® with Arial Mobile App: a powerful platform to ensure resident safety and security

Arial®
RESIDENT-CENTERED CARE

- Call Pendants and Call Stations
- Messaging Devices
- Wander Management
- Fall Management
- Visual Dashboards and Customized Reports
- Smoke Detection and Fire Panel Integration
- Motion Detection, Door/Window Contacts, Glassbreak Sensors, Temperature & Humidity Sensors
- Daily Resident Check-in

About STANLEY Healthcare
Over 15,000 hospitals and senior living communities rely on STANLEY Healthcare solutions to empower caregivers to deliver better care. STANLEY Healthcare is a part of Stanley Black & Decker and a proud supporter of the Alzheimer’s Association®. Learn more at stanleyhealthcare.com.